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To investigate the quantum tunneling of almost macroscopic vortex segments we measured the normalized
relaxation rateQ of superconducting currents for various high-Tc superconductors~HTS’s! down to 100 mK in
magnetic fields up to 7 T. At fields below>0.5 T,Q is essentially independent ofT in the temperature regime
between thermally activated and quantum motion as theoretically expected. However, at higher fields, we find
an unexpected linearT dependence ofQ persisting down to the lowest temperatures in all investigated samples.
Since these compounds were chosen to represent the distinct classes of dirty and clean HTS’s, the extrapolated
Q(T50) values are used to discuss the theoretical models for quantum creep in the clean and dirty limits.
Based on this discussion we propose a semiempirical interpolation formula forQ(T50) which is also valid for



























One of the great challenges in the research of highTc
superconductors~HTS’s! is the understanding of vortex mo
tion which is responsible for the occurrence of resistiv
belowTc in HTS’s in presence of a magnetic field. For tec
nological applications the decay of the superconducting c
rent is disastrous and here the main question is how to red
the movement of vortices. But scientifically speaking vor
ces in motion supply an ideal physical laboratory syste
both from the theoretical and experimental point of view: t
number of vortices and their mutual interaction can be var
by the external magnetic fieldBe , the resulting vortex lattice
interacts with the crystal lattice of the host material and
defects and the amount of vortex motion is directly related
the temperatureT. As a result of the interplay between the
parameters the vortex system in HTS’s possesses an intr










independently varyingBe , T, the host material and its defec
structure while measuring the dissipation with various me
ods.
Thus it was found soon after the discovery of HTS’s th
a superconducting current decay occurred even at very
temperatures~typically below 1 K!, much larger than ex-
pected solely on the basis of thermally activated vor
motion.1 It has been proposed that quantum tunneling of v
tex segments, also called quantum creep, is responsible
such an anomalous residual relaxation at low temperatu
In case of the archetypal HTS YBa2Cu3O7 the tunneling vor-
tex segment has a lengthLc(0)'1.3 nm and a radius of the
order of the coherence lengthjab(0)'1.6 nm so that relative
to the constituent electrons the tunneling segment is an
most macroscopic object. Theoretically quantum tunnel
of a macroscopic object, i.e., an object which has~di sipa-
tive! interaction with its environment during tunneling, ha

































































PRB 59 7223TEMPERATURE AND MAGNETIC-FIELD DEPENDENCE . . .Leggett3~b! proposed several conditions which a system
to satisfy before quantum tunneling of a large object c
possibly be observed. Indeed these conditions are fulfi
for the vortex system in HTS’s.
~i! Material defects in the HTS’s like oxygen deficiencie
twin boundaries, or artificially introduced columnar defec
provide potential wells for the vortices. In presence of a
perconducting current densityj s a Lorentz force is exerted
on the vortices, which effectively tilts the potential landsca
and the pinning wells become metastable, local minim
Thus the activation energy barrierU( j s , T50) decreases
with increasing current and for current densities norma
used in standard experiments it is experimentally found to
;25 K for YBa2Cu3O7, although the pinning energy barrie
U0 (T50)([U@ j s50,T50#) is as high as;150 K.
~ii ! The lifetime of the metastable statem of a vortex
segment as it would be in absence of the interaction with
environment should not be unobservably long, since this
teraction will only further suppress tunneling. For the r
evant case of a cubic pinning potential well of the for
Upin(x)53U0(x/x0)
2(122x/3x0) the lifetime is given by
tm'0.12(qv0 /U)
1/2v0
21 exp(7.2U/qv0) @Ref. 3~c!# where
x0 is the range ofUpin(x) and v0 the frequency of oscilla-
tions of a vortex segment around its equilibrium positi
~also called attempt or trial frequency!. For YBa2Cu3O7 v0
>1012Hz,4 fairly bigger than for conventional superconduc
ors due to stronger pinning, leading totm;5310
24 s which
is relatively short.
~iii ! The quantum tunneling chance of a vortex segm
without environmental interaction}exp(2U/\v0) @Ref.
3~c!# is bigger than the chance of thermal activati
}exp(2U/kBT) for T<10 K in case of YBa2Cu3O7 since
then kBT<qv0 . But due to the interaction of the vortice
with their environment the tunneling exponent increas
Therefore vortex motion will be unambiguously due to qua
tum tunneling rather than thermal activation typically forT
<1 K. Experimentally this temperature is still attainable.
~iv! Vortex tunneling can be directly registered and d
scribed in terms of resistivityr or current decay] j s /]t,
which are purely classical and macroscopic quantities.
nally, there is the advantage that the activation barrier he
U can be varied experimentally by varyingj s as mentioned
above. Therefore vortices in HTS’s are considered as on
the few systems presently known5 in which the intriguing
phenomenon of macroscopic quantum tunneling can be
served.
Based on these considerations we performed meas
ments of the normalized relaxation rateQ(T,Be) of super-
conducting currents for temperaturesT down to 100 mK in
magnetic fields up to 7 T onvarious HTS’s, using high sen
sitivity torque magnetometry.6 As shown in a previous
paper7 the examined compounds—a YBa2Cu3O72d thin film,
a YBa2Cu3O72d single crystal, a YBa2Cu4O8 thin film, a
Tl2Ba2CaCu2O8 thin film, a Tl2Ba2Ca2Cu3O10 film and two
Pr1.85Ce0.15CuO41d single crystals with different oxygen
doping8—represent two classes of materials, namely cle
and dirty HTS’s. This provides the opportunity to discuss
measurements in the context of the theoretical models
quantum creep in the clean and dirty limits.
In Sec. II we describe the experimental method used

























with the precautions taken to provide good cooling of t
sample. The resultingQ vs T curves are presented and the
most interesting characteristics are summarized. In Sec. I
demonstrate that under the right experimental conditions
wanted local heating of the sample due to vortex motion
be avoided. Therefore, the generated heat is not at the o
of the observed finiteQ(T50) and self-heating does no
necessarily prohibit the observation of quantum creep9 as has
been suggested elsewhere.10 We also prove that the residua
value Q(T50) cannot be attributed to thermal activatio
down to very lowT due to a distribution of pinning energ
barriers. In Sec. IV the various characteristics of theQ vs T
curves are discussed. For that purpose expressions forQ(T)
are derived in the thermal, crossover, and quantum reg
~T@0, T→0, andT50, respectively!. In contrast to the qua-
dratic temperature dependence predicted theoretically,
unexpectedly find a linear temperature dependence ofQ in
the crossover regime between thermal activation and qu
tum tunneling aboveBe>0.5 T as a general feature of th
investigated samples. Possible causes of this linearT depen-
dence are discussed. We also demonstrate that an ess
qualitative difference exists between the magnetic field
pendence ofQ in HTS thin films and single crystals, which i
attributed to the presence of distinct pinning mechanism
films and crystals. After determining the vortex regime
interest, the material dependence of quantum creep is su
quently treated. A semiemperical interpolation formula f
Q(T50) is proposed for compounds in between the di
and clean limits. Finally, conclusions are drawn in Sec. V
II. EXPERIMENTAL METHOD AND RESULTS
A. Relaxation measured by torque
Due to vortex motion an electric field is induced in
type-II superconductor, effectively causing the superc
ducting current densityj s to pass through the normal vorte
cores. Thus resistivity can be observed in HTS’s belowTc .
In case of thermal activation the induced electric field
given by the Lorentz expression
E5uBe3nu5n0BePta ~1!
with n0 the average vortex velocity between pinning sit
and Pta the chance of thermal activation of the vortex. T













with r the distance to the center of the sample which h
effective radiusR, thickness D, and self inductanceL













describing the time decay ofj s in presence of vortex motion
and changingBe . In case of an effective activation energ







































7224 PRB 59A. F. Th. HOEKSTRAet al.Pta5expS 2 U~ j s ,T,Be!kBT D ~4!
following a Boltzmann statistic. Once the activation ener
U( j s ,T,Be) is known, j s(T,Be ,t,Ḃe) can be solved from
Eq. ~3!. For thermally activated vortex motionU( j s ,T,Be)
can be very generally parametrized in the form11,12
U~ j s ,T,Be!5U0~T,Be! f ~ j s!, ~5!
where the functionf ( j s ,T,Be) is given by
f ~ j s!5
1
m~T,Be!
F S j c~T,Be!j s~T,Be! D
m~T,Be!
21G , ~6!
with m the only parameter which influences the current
pendence ofU, and j c the critical current density for which
U( j s) vanishes. Note that the Kim-Anderson model is o
tained for m521, that one finds the Zeldov logarithmi
model for m50 and that various weak collective pinnin
models are characterized bym.0. Vice versa, measuringj s
as function of timet or sweep rateḂe at variousT and Be
provides the opportunity to determineU( j s ,T,Be) and thus
to gain insight in the process of vortex pinning.
Therefore we perform two types of relaxation experime
In a conventional relaxation the normalized relaxation r
S[2] ln js/] ln t is measured by observing the time decay
j s after stopping the magnetic field sweep at the field
interest. For this type of experiment the second term on
right-hand side~rhs! of the flux creep Eq.~3! therefore van-




S j sj cD
m
, ~7!
whereSshould be evaluated for time intervals typically sta
ing 10 s after the start of the relaxation. In a dynamic rel
ation experiment the normalized relaxation rateQ
[] ln js/] ln Ḃe is determined by performing hysteresis loo
at various sweep ratesḂe around the field of interest.
13 In
this type of experimentBe is swept continuously typically
with Ḃe>1 mT/s and here the left-hand side~lhs! of Eq. ~3!
can be neglected with respect to the second term on the




S j sj cD
m
. ~8!
The dynamic relaxation rateQ(T,Be) therefore is essentially
the same as the conventional relaxation rateS(T,Be) for ac-
tivation energies of the form of Eq.~5!.
In our experimentsj s is solely induced by the inhomoge
neity of the vortex distribution inside the sample due to p
ning ~i.e., “3B5m0j s). The magnetic momentM corre-
sponding toj s can directly be monitored using the torquet
5M3Be . In our case a sample is always mounted with












an appreciable torque but small enough to allow the appr
mationBei ẑ. We determinet by capacitively measuring the
displacement of a spring to which the sample is attached~s e
Fig. 1!. This displacement is proportional tot for small
deflections.6 The capacitanceC is typically of the order of 1
pF and is determined with a capacitance bridge~G neral Ra-
dio 1615-A! in combination with a lock-in amplifier~PAR
128A!. Thus torque magnetometry is well suited for use
the mK regime since the dissipated power is typically of t
order 12 CV0
2<5 nW for an ac excitation voltage amplitud
V0<100 V. The torque meter is calibrated by mounting
small coil at the place of the sample to produce a kno
magnetic moment. Assuming a homogeneous current di
bution throughout the sample,j s can be calculated usingM
5V j s with V5(
1
4 )W
2D(L2W/3) for a rectangular sample
with length L and width W (W<L) and V5(p/3)D(Rout
3
2Rin
3 ) for a ring-shaped sample. The external magnetic fi
Be is supplied by an Oxford Instruments 7 T superconduct-
ing magnet.
B. Optimization of cooling
Since in our dilution refrigerator~Oxford Instruments
Kelvinox dilution refrigerator, 20mW cooling power at 0.1
K! the sample is suspended in vacuum, heat conductio
only possible by way of the torque meter on which t
sample is mounted. The cooling has therefore been o
mized as follows. The thin films arec-axis grown on top of
an insulating SrTiO3 or LaAlO3 substrate. A 500-nm-thick
silver layer is deposited on the thin films using a finge
shaped mask to avoid eddy currents in the silver during fi
ramping. Then one end of a pure copper foil~dimensions
153530.01 mm3) is indium soldered to the silver layer
while the other end is tightly clamped to the copper tail
the dilution refrigerator. An applied field of less than 0.03
suffices to turn the indium @Tc53.4 K, Bc(T50)
50.0293 T# normal. The sandwich of substrate, thin film
and silver layer is mounted on the plastic holder of a torq
meter by Teflon tape. Except for the sample and this pla
FIG. 1. Schematic drawing of a torque meter designed to m
sure the superconducting current densityj s of small crystals in a
dilution refrigerator. The sample~a! is cooled by heat conduction
via a gold covered spring~b!. The spring, to which a capacitanc
plate ~c! is attached, is clamped together with a spacer~d! and a



















































PRB 59 7225TEMPERATURE AND MAGNETIC-FIELD DEPENDENCE . . .holder all parts of the torque meter are mounted paralle
the magnetic field so that eddy current heating is negligib
In this way the temperature difference between the refrige
tor tail ~which now stands for the cold bath! and the sample
is estimated to be maximally 5 mK under typical measu
ment conditions atTb50.1 K and it can be neglected abov
Tb50.15 K. The single crystals are mounted with a th
layer of N Apiezon grease~thickness about 1mm! on the
phosphor-bronze spring~dimensions 13 0.530.1 mm3) of
the torque meter. This spring has first been covered elec
lytically with a 20-mm-thick gold layer and is tightly
clamped with one end to the tail of the dilution refrigerato
The sample is mounted at the other end of the spring
here only a piece of 3 mm length is pointing into the ma
netic field so that eddy current heating is negligible~s e Fig.
1!. The Kapitza resistanceRK is expected to play a role onl
in case of the single crystals where N Apiezon grease
been used. Assuming that the gold-grease and sample-g
contacts lead to Kapitza resistivities of the order ofr K(T)
;1023/T3 K m2/W as found for copper-grease contacts14
the temperature difference between the cold bath and
sample in this case can be estimated to be maximally 5
under typical experimental conditions atTb50.1 K. Above
Tb50.15 K this temperature difference again is negligib
To test the cooling we measured the reversible torque si
of an aluminium disc (Tc51.14 K, R52.5 mm, D52 mm)
attached with the first method, but using N Apiezon gre
instead of a silver overlayer and indium soldering. W
Bc(T50)510.5 mT ~Ref. 15! we find that the measure
value Bc(Tb50.1 K)'10.460.3 mT corresponds toT
'0.1160.10 K for the sample using the empirical relatio
Bc(T)5Bc(0)@12(T/Tc)
2#. The main cause of the grea
uncertainty inT is the ambiguity in determiningBc , but the
value found indicates that the cooling is satisfactory and
the temperature inside the sample compares well toTb even
at the lowest temperatures where heating effects are lar
Tb is measured using a calibrated carbon resistor~Leiden
Cryogenics! attached to the mixing chamber of the dilutio
refrigerator, in combination with a low-dissipation resistan
bridge ~RV-Elektroniikka AVS-47!.
C. Results
Typical results obtained from dynamic relaxation me
surements are shown in Fig. 2 for a YBa2Cu3O72d ring-
shaped thin film atT59961 mK. Q[] ln js/] ln Ḃe can be
determined as the slope of the lnjs vs lnḂe curves~see inset
of Fig. 2!. The constant slope of these curves is an indicat
of the absence of self-heating forḂe as high as 40 mT/s
Self-heating would cause an increasing internal tempera
for higher sweep rates and would therefore lead to a nega
curvature of the lnjs vs lnḂe curves. On the contrary, accord
ing to vortex glass~VG! theory16 this curvature should be
zero or positive. SinceE}Ḃe ~e.g., for the ring-shaped
YBa2Cu3O72d thin film Ḃe55 mT/s corresponds to an in
duced electric fieldE5(R/2Ḃe)52310
25 V/m) the ln js vs
ln Ḃe curves can be converted to lnE vs ln js plots ~or I -V
plots!. In the low-E and high-j s regime at lowT the vortex























exponential decrease ofE with decreasingj s . The lnE vs
ln js plots should therefore be linear or have negative cur
ture when approaching the melting line, which correspon
to a zero or positive curvature of the lnjs vs lnḂe curves.
Typical conventional relaxation measurements are sho
in Fig. 3 for a Pr1.85Ce0.15CuO41d single crystal (Tc
523.2 K) atT510161 mK whereS[2] ln js/] ln t can be
determined directly from the slope of the curves. Here
almost perfect logarithmic time decay, predicted by V
theory for vortices in the glass phase, is indicative for te
perature stability and the absence of self-heating. The
signal-to-noise ratio for smallBe is due to the insensitivity of
torque whenBe→0, the rapid growth of the noise level wit
increasingBe is caused by the exponential decayj s}exp
2Be which we find for Pr1.85Ce0.15CuO41d.
Although dynamic and conventional relaxation are expe
mentally very different methods, they provide fundamenta
the same information about vortex motion. A general ana
sis of the flux creep equation17 leads to
FIG. 2. Superconducting current densityj s vs Be for a
YBa2Cu3O72d thin film at T59961 mK measured at various swee
rates. From top to bottom:dBe /dt520, 5, and 1.25 mT/s~the
curves for 40, 10, and 2.5 mT/s are not shown!. In the inset:
the corresponding lnjs vs lndBe /dt curves from which Q
[] ln js /] ln dBe /dt can be determined. From top to bottom:Be
50.5, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6 T. The curves are shifted for clarity
multiplying them with an arbitrary number.
FIG. 3. ln js vs ln t for a Pr1.85Ce0.15CuO41d single crystal (Tc
523.2 K) atT510161 mK from which S[2] ln js /] ln t can be
determined. From top to bottom:Be50.1, 0.5, 1, 2, 3, 4, 4.5, 5.5, 6
















































7226 PRB 59A. F. Th. HOEKSTRAet al.Q5SS 12 Ḃe ]]Ḃe ~] j s /]Be!
x/m0V2] j s /]Be
D ~9!
with x5LWD for a rectangular sample, x
5@p2/3 ln(Rout/D)#(Rin
3 2Rout
3 ) for a ring-shaped sampl
and whereS should be evaluated typically fort.10 s after
the start of the conventional relaxation. Experimenta
] j s /]Be is found to be independent ofḂe for the sweep rates
used~as can be seen, e.g., in Fig. 2! and thereforeQ andS
are expected to be equivalent. In Fig. 4 we show that ind
this is true for values ofQ andS measured at lowT for the
YBa2Cu3O72d single crystal. This also provides an addition
indication of the good quality of the cooling, since the ex
heat generated in a fast dynamic relaxation measurem
would otherwise have led toQ(T,Be).S(T,Be) at low T. In
the succeeding sections we will not distinguish betweenQ
and S any more and denote both quantities byQ, stressing
the quantum mechanical origin of the finite values of d
namic or conventional relaxation which we find forT→0.
In Figs. 5~a!–5~f! the measuredQ vs T curves are shown
for various HTS’s in the temperature range 0.1<T<4.5 K
for Be up to 7 T. Clearly the curves do not extrapolate
Q(T50)50 which is a clear evidence for quantum creep
these materials. We point out some characteristics.
First, the theoretically unexpected linear temperature
pendenceQ(T)5Q(0)1aT of quantum creep which we
first reported for the YBa2Cu3O72d and YBa2Cu4O8 thin
films18 and which has been emphasized by Seidleret al.,19 is
a general feature at high fields for all the samples inve
gated here. Only at low fields for the Tl2Ba2CaCu2O8 thin
film @Fig. 5~d!#, the Tl2Ba2Ca2Cu3O10 film and the
Pr1.85Ce0.15CuO41d single crystal withTc512.1 K @Fig. 5~f!#
the theoretically expected quadraticT dependence is ob
served at low fields in the crossover regime between th
mally activated and quantum motion, but turns into a lineaT
dependence at higher fields. Since the samples are mag
cally fully penetrated before every relaxation measurem
~by first sweepingBe over an appropriate interval! and since
FIG. 4. Comparison between dynamic relaxation rateQ
[] ln js /] ln ]Be /]t and conventional relaxation rateS
[2] ln js /] ln t ~solid and open symbols, respectively! for a
YBa2Cu3O72d single crystal atT53 K ~triangles!, 1 K ~circles!, and









any background has been corrected~for instance a paramag
netic background in case of the Pr1.85Ce0.15CuO41d samples!
we are convinced that this characteristic is not a meas
ment artefact, but a striking physical phenomenon.
Second, the magnetic field dependence of quantum c
is very different for a single crystal and a thin film of th
same compound@in this case of YBa2Cu3O72d, Figs. 5~a!
and 5~b!, respectively#, although theQ(T) curves are very
similar. At fixedT, Qdecreases and saturates with increas
field for the single crystal while it increases and saturate
the same value with increasing field for the thin film, whic
is the general magnetic field behavior of the films inves
gated here.
Third, the extrapolatedQ(T50) values are very similar
and close to 0.02 for all the examined compounds forBe
>1 T except for the Pr1.85Ce0.15CuO41d single crystals which
have significantly higherQ(T50). From the point of view
of vortex dynamics the latter samples therefore seem to
long to a different class of materials.
But before discussing these characteristics in Sec. IV,
now first prove in Sec. III that heating effects can be e
cluded as the cause of the observed residual relaxation
T→0 K.
III. EXCLUDING THERMAL EFFECTS FOR T˜0
It has been argued10 that under adiabatic conditionsthe
dissipation associated with the movement of vortices lead
a rise of the temperature in the sample. It is obvious t
even vortex avalanches can be provoked due to self-hea
when adiabatic conditions are approached in a sample
low thermal conductivity by reducing the thermal contact
the sample with the cold bath and increasing the gener
power for instance by maximizing the magnetic-field swe
rate. But we now show that by minimizing the self-heati
the low temperatures necessary to distinguish quantum c
can be reached within the thin films and crystals of t
HTS’s examined in this work. We also prove that therm
activation down to very lowT in a system with a finite den
sity of vanishingly small activation energies cannot expla
the observed finiteQ(T50).
A. Self-heating due to vortex motion
The powerp generated inside a HTS due to dissipation








assuming thatj s is homogeneous throughout the sample w
volumeV and whereE(r ) is given by Eq.~2!. In a conven-
tional relaxation experiment the second term on the rhs




9 S 3 ln RD21D ] j s]t U
T,Be ,t
j s~T,Be ,t !. ~11!
In a dynamic relaxation experiment the first term on the
of Eq. ~2! can be neglected with respect to the second. In
case Eq.~10! therefore yields
PRB 59 7227TEMPERATURE AND MAGNETIC-FIELD DEPENDENCE . . .FIG. 5. ~a! Q vs T for the YBa2Cu3O72d single crystal. Solid lines are the appropriate fits in the crossover regime from whichQ(T
50) is determined. Dashed lines are guides to the eye. From top to bottom:Be50.3, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, and 7 T.~b! Q versusT for the
YBa2Cu3O72d thin film. From top to bottom:Be53, 2, 1, and 0.5 T. ForBe>3 T the Q(T) curves coincide and only the curve atBe
53 T is plotted for clarity.~c! Q vs T for the YBa2Cu4O8 thin film. From top to bottom:Be56, 5, 3, and 1 T.~d! Q versusT for the
Tl2Ba2CaCu2O8 thin film for Be50.5 T ~full squares! andBe51 T ~open circles!. In the inset:Be56, 4, and 2 T from top to bottom.~e! Q
vs T for the Pr1.85Ce0.15CuO41d single crystal (Tc523.2 K). From top to bottom:Be56, 5, 4, 3, 2, 1, 0.5, and 0.1 T.~f! Q vs T for the









j s~T,Be ,Ḃe!. ~12!
Assuming p is generated homogeneously throughout
sample, the temperatureTi inside the sample during the dif
ferent experiments can now be calculated by solving the h






wherez is the distance to the surface which is in contact w
the cold bath at temperatureTb , A the cross-sectional are
through which the heat is transported, andk(T) the thermal
conductivity of the sample. Integration leads to
Ti~Tb ,z!5S Tb41 4z~12z/2D !paA D
1/4
~14!
in case of a thermal conductivity dominated at lowT by




7228 PRB 59A. F. Th. HOEKSTRAet al.TABLE I. Parameters of the high-Tc samples considered in this work, necessary to estimate the temperatureTi at positionz5D furthest
from the sample surface which is in contact with the cold bath at temperatureTb5100 mK. L, W, andD are length, width, and thickness o
the samples. For the ringsL is the outer radius andW the width of the ring.kc(T) is an estimated underlimit for thec-axis thermal
conductivity,pQ the total power typically generated in a hysteresis loop experiment@s e Eq.~12!#, andpS the total power typically generate
in a conventional relaxation experiment@see Eq.~11!#. Values of j s are atT50.1 K, Be51 T ~0.01 T for Tl2Ba2Ca2Cu3O10), and Ḃe



















YBa2Cu3O72d film ~ring! 4 0.5 0.180 603T
3 5 831010 1.6 100
YBa2Cu4O8 film 5 3.5 0.200 1203T
3 5 131011 1.4 100
Tl2Ba2CaCu2O8 film ~ring! 1.5 1.475 0.200 1.253T
2.5 5 831011 0.14 113
Tl2Ba2Ca2Cu3O10 film 4 3 1 1.253T
2.5 5 3.931010 1.5 114
Pr1.85Ce0.15CuO41d single crystal (Tc512.1 K) 1.38 0.92 40 7.53T


















YBa2Cu3O72d single crystal 1.69 0.34 10 603T
3 33107 7.53109 2.5 100
Pr1.85Ce0.15CuO41d single crystal (Tc523.2 K) 1.36 0.9 15 7.53T



























th.temperature dependencies ofk(T) a similar expression is
found. For the examined compounds we summarize in Ta
I the calculatedTi at Tb50.1 K andz5D, furthest from the
cooled surface of the sample, under typical experime
conditions. To our knowledge, of this set of materials,k(T)
has only been measured in the milli-Kelvin regime for
YBa2Cu3O72d single crystal
20 and for related materials like
ceramic Tl2Ba2Ca2Cu3O10 ~Ref. 21! and ceramic
Nd1.85Ce0.15CuO41d.





'0.5k~Nd1.85Ce0.15CuO41d! ~Ref. 25! as found forT>10 K
and kc'0.5kab as found for YBa2Cu3O72d in the milli-
Kelvin range.20 Since the latter sample is almost cubic, t
anisotropykc /kab reflects the small difference in, e.g., th
oscillator strengths in the different directions. We then
sume this small inherent anisotropy to be general for
samples. The values ofkc thus found will be underlimits for
our thin films, since here the cooling surface is much lar
than for the samples in Refs. 20–25. For the YBa2Cu3O72d
single crystal the calculated temperature profile within
sample is plotted in Fig. 6 for a hysteresis loop experim
with Ḃe55 mT/s. AboveTb50.13 K dissipation leads to
Ti(D) within 1% of Tb which is better than the temperatu
stability and self-heating can be neglected. Self-heating
gins to play a minor role atTb50.1 K where Ti(D)
50.104 K. Ti(D) starts to saturate aroundTb50.075 K and
has a residual value of 0.064 K forTb→0. If one wishes to
diminish this residual value and the temperature for wh
saturation sets in, one can use lower sweep rates and pe
conventional relaxation experiments with low intermedia
field ramp rate~see Table I!. In the YBa2Cu3O72d thin film
the problem is much less andḂe55 mT/s leads to negligible
self-heating aboveTb50.06 K, saturation ofTi(D) around
Tb50.04 K and a residual valueTi(D)50.03 K for Tb→0.
For the thin films we therefore performed dynamic relaxat
experiments thus avoiding magnetic-field overshoot wh













tional relaxation process for samples with small penetrat
field Bp .
26 For the single crystals with highBp the overshoot
effect is small and here we performed conventional rel
ation measurements to reduce self-heating~except for the
Pr1.85Ce0.15CuO41d single crystal with Tc512.1 K which
only supports lowj s).
B. Distribution of activation energies
When a distribution of pinning energiesm(U0) exists in
the sample one could expect at first sight that thermal a
vation from the most shallow pinning wells even occurs
T→0, resulting in a finite extrapolatedQ(T50). Let us
therefore consider this case in more detail and define an
ergy distribution function such that*0
`m(U0)dU051. In-
stead of Eq.~4! the chance for thermal activation now b
comes
FIG. 6. TemperatureTi inside the YBa2Cu3O72d single crystal
as function of the temperatureTb of the surface which is in contac
with the cold bath and the positionz relative to this surface, calcu
lated for a hysteresis loop experiment using Eqs.~12! and ~14!.
Dimensions of the crystal:L3W3D51.6930.3430.01 mm3,
magnetic-field sweep rate:dBe /dt55 mT/s, j s(T;0.1 K,Be
51 T,dBe /dt55 mT/s)58310
9 A/m2. Note that above 0.1 K the
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0
`
exp@2U0f ~ j s!/kBT#m~U0!dU0 , ~15!
which can be used to evaluate the flux creep Eq.~3!. For a
dynamic relaxation experiment the lhs of Eq.~3! can be ne-
glected with respect to the second term on the rhs and





Sinceḃ is well defined the integral in Eq.~16! can be evalu-
ated analytically or numerically for anym(U0), which gives
f ~ j s!5kBTG~ ḃ! ~17!
with G a function depending onḃ only and f ( j s) given by
Eq. ~6!. We subsequently take the logarithm of Eq.~17! and
differentiate it with respect to lnT and lnḃ. Combining the








] ln j s
] ln ḃ
5
] ln j s
] ln Ḃe
[Q~T,Be! ~18!
with Q(T,Be) the dynamic relaxation rate. Since] j s /]T
does not diverge whenT approaches 0 K andd ln G/d ln ḃ is
finite, it follows immediately from Eq.~18! that also in the
case of a distribution of pinning energiesQ(T,Be)→0 when
T→0, if there is thermally activated motion only.
IV. DISCUSSION
A. Theoretical description of Q„T…
For the case of a quadratic effective pinning potential
one dimensionUpin(x)5U0(x/x0)
2 which drops abruptly to
a negative value atx5x0 , Caldeira and Leggett
3~d! and






for the probability ofnondissipativemotion out of the well
leads to the correct expression for the tunneling probab
also in case ofdissipativetunneling as derived rigorously b
Caldeira and Leggett,3~a! Larkin and Ovchinnikov,29 Blatter
et al.,30 and Ao and Thouless.31 Here ^x2& is the mean-
square displacement of the vortex. The result from Eq.~19!
and the exact result will only differ by a multiplicative facto
in the exponent. Therefore we replace the number 2 in
~19! by a general constantc, which can be determined ex
perimentally or by comparison with the rigorous semiclas
cal expressions.
In presence of a superconducting current densityj s a Lor-
entz forceLcf0j s3 ẑ is exerted on a moving vortex segme
with lengthLc , wheref0 is the flux quantum correspondin
to one vortex. This Lorentz force is taken into account eff
tively by a current dependence ofx0 . E.g., for a quadratic
pinning potential,x0 diminishes likex0(12 j s / j c) and fully
vanishes at the critical current densityj c . However, instead
of using a quadratic potential a cubic effective pinning p
tential Upin(x)53U0(x/x0)






vorable since it is a good approximation of any realistic p
ning barrier for j s' j c ~i.e., near criticality wherex0
vanishes!, with U0 and x0 corresponding to the height an
range of the real potential. Therefore, we will use Eq.~19!
also in case of a cubic pinning barrier since close to
center such a pinning barrier can be well approximated b
quadratic potential. For a cubic pinning potentialx0 de-
creases likex0(12 j s / j c)
1/2 and whenPta is replaced in the









for the dynamic relaxation rate as well as for the conve
tional relaxation rate fort typically bigger than 10 s. The
multiplicative factorc in the exponent of Eq.~19! explicitly
appears while the factor before the exponential function
be disregarded, since it does not contribute to the relaxa
rate @however, for a quantitative description ofj s(T,Be) it
has to be incorporated explicitly#. Equation~20! is valid in
the thermal, quantum and crossover regime since Eq.~19! is
applicable over the full temperature range. It can be exten





[u0 and wherex is in the direction of the Lorentz force, i.e
perpendicular toj s .
To obtain a semiclassical description ofQ(T) we there-
fore determine the mean-square displacement^u2& from the
equation of motion of a vortex in three dimensions:
mü1ku1hu̇1a ẑ3u̇50. ~21!
Here u is the displacement of the vortex,ku the pinning




2 the mass of the moving vor
tex segment. The intra- and intervortex interaction can
included by aT andBe dependence ofk which then takes the
line tension and mutual shear, tilt, and compression for
into account by adjusting the steepness ofUpin . A field in-
duced transition between pinning mechanisms can be
counted for in the same way. The size of the tunneling ob
and its mass will change accordingly.
The termshu̇ and a ẑ3u̇ describe the interaction of th
vortex with its host material via the electrons in the norm
vortex core. This can be seen as follows: when a vor
moves, the local change in current density gives rise t
homogeneous electric fieldE5(f0/2pjab
2 ) ẑ3u̇[Bc2ẑ3u̇
inside the vortex core. Alternatively the electric field can
interpreted as the result of the electrons, which have bec
normal in the vortex core, virtually being subject to a movi
magnetic field with a magnitude as high asBc2 as the vortex
passes by. In the electron frame of reference this would
equivalent to a magnetic fieldBc2 and an electric fieldE
5Bc2ẑ3u̇. This electric field generates a current dens
j core in the normal core and thus dissipation occurs in
HTS. The force modeling the intricate interaction betwe
the vortex and its host material has the Lorentz form








































7230 PRB 59A. F. Th. HOEKSTRAet al.since it must cancel the Lorentz force when the vortex
moving uniformly between pinning sites.32 Here it is as-
sumed, as in the standard Bardeen-Stephen theory for d
pation in vortices,33 that the interaction only takes plac
within the moving volume with lengthLc . However, as
shown below, there exist materials in which dissipation
tends beyond the volume of the moving vortex segment
that caseLc in Eq. ~22! has to be replaced by an effectiv
length Leff defined as the length of the volume in whic
dissipation takes place, withLeff.Lc . But let us continue for
the moment to use the Bardeen-Stephen assumptionLc








in the normal core and assuming that the magnitude
direction of u̇ is such thatj core5 j s , Eq. ~22! reduces toFint










2 p\nsLc , ~24!
a5hvet. ~25!
Herern is the normal-state resistivity andt5me /nee
2rn the
elastic scattering time of the electrons in the vortex core w
me , ne , ande, respectively, the mass, particle density, a
charge of the electrons ands5ne
34 the density of supercon
ducting electrons.\ve>\2/2mejab
2 5\eBc2 /me[DE is the
energy separation between the lowest levels of the elect
localized in the vortex core in a free-electron approximati
According to the uncertainty principle the widthdE of these
energy levels can be estimated bydE>\/t. Therefore the
magnitude of the parametervet>DE/dE obviously is a
measure of the ‘‘electronic dirtiness’’ of the HTS under co
sideration, since the level widthdE becomes bigger in dirtie
materials with higher impurity density and smallert. The
interpretation ofvet as ‘‘dirtiness parameter’’ is further sup
ported by the notion thatve alternatively can be seen as th
cyclotron frequency of the electrons in the vortex core in
virtual presence of a magnetic field as high asBc2 . The
dissipative termhu̇ thus originates from the Ohmic resistiv
ity in the core and is dominant in dirty materials withvet
5a/h!1. On the contrary, the terma ẑ3u̇ which originates
from the Hall effect, dominates in clean materials withvet
>1 and is nondissipative. In most cases the mass termmü
can be neglected with respect to the dissipative and H
terms. But in extremely dirty materials with highrn and
vet→0 only small current densities can be generated in
vortex core and the interaction of the vortex with the h
material vanishes. Then the problem reduces to the w
known case ofmassivetunneling where the mass is dete
mining the vortex dynamics.
From the equation of motion Eq.~21! ^u2& can be calcu-






with SE the Euclidean action corresponding to Eq.~21!. Here















` u(vn)exp(2ivnt), vn5n•2pkBT/\ the so-called
Matsubara frequencies,kB the Boltzmann constant, andt
5 i •t imaginary time. Due to the Hall term the vortex motio
in the x andy direction are linked and Eq.~21! leads to two










we regain these two differential equations after analyti
continuation and therefore Eq.~27! describes the Euclidea
action belonging to the equation of motion under consid
ation. Diagonalization of Eq.~27! and substitution of the











The analytical continuation of Eq.~28! yields the final ex-
pression for the mean-square displacement, which is the














Equation~29! contains both the temperature and the mate
dependence of vortex creep and in principle also
magnetic-field dependence oncek(Be) is known. E.g., the
quantum relaxation rateQ(T50) follows when solving Eq.
~29! for T50. We discuss this limit in Sec. IV D with the
vortex mass and Hall term explicitly incorporated. But w
now focus on the temperature dependence in the cross
and thermal regime while neglecting the mass with respec
the dissipative and Hall term. The relaxation rate for t
latter temperature regime follows when solving the integ
in Eq. ~29! for T@0 in which case coth(\v/2kBT)



















for thermally activated flux motion. The relaxation rate f
the crossover regime between thermal activation and p















































where we will evaluateQ(T50) andc further on.
B. Q„T… in the crossover regime
The temperatureTcr which limits the crossover regim
can be determined by plottingT/Q vs T ~see, e.g., Fig. 7!.
According to Eq.~31!, T/Q is constant or slowly rises with
increasingT in the thermal regime, except when approach
the irreversibility temperature whereQ increases much faste
thanT so thatT/Q vanishes. However, according to Eq.~33!
T/Q steeply vanishes belowTcr since thenT→0 while
j c(T→0)/ j s(T→0)>1 and Q(T→0) becomes constan
The crossover temperatures determined in this way are p
ted in Fig. 8 as function ofBe for the different compounds. A
general feature is a roughly field independentTcr at Be
>1 T but the magnitude ofTcr(Be) is strongly sample de
pendent, reflecting the difference in activation ener
U( j s ,T). For temperatures below thisTcr a quadraticT de-
pendence ofQ is expected on basis of Eq.~33! and j c(T
FIG. 7. T/Q vs T for the Pr1.85Ce0.15CuO41d single crystal (Tc
523.2 K) from which the crossover temperatureTcr can be deter-
mined ~see text!. Top to bottom:Be50.1, 0.5, 1, 2, 3, and 5 T
Dashed lines are guides to the eye.
FIG. 8. Tcr vs Be for the YBa2Cu3O72d single crystal~h!,
YBa2Cu3O72d thin film ~s!, YBa2Cu4O8 thin film ~m!,
Tl2Ba2CaCu2O8 thin film ~,!, Pr1.85Ce0.15CuO41d single crystals




→0)/js(T→0)>1. But strikingly, linear fits to theQ(T)
curves in Fig. 5~solid lines! are much better belowTcr . Only
in case of the Tl2Ba2CaCu2O8 thin film for Be<2 T, the
Tl2Ba2Ca2Cu3O10 thin film which was investigated forBe
<0.3 T and the Pr1.85Ce0.15CuO41d single crystal withTc
512.1 K for Be<1 T a quadratic fit is favorable. Based on
semiclassical calculation a linearT dependence ofQ in the
crossover regime is predicted by Ao and Thouless31 for weak
pinning in clean materials. However, this prediction does
apply to the Pr1.85Ce0.15CuO41d single crystals since thes
are in the dirty limit, i.e.,vet!1 ~see Sec. IV D!. Further, it
is unlikely that the remaining linear temperature depende
of Q is caused by a residual temperature dependence ofj c or
of the viscosityh ~i.e., of Lc , Bc2 , or rn) in Eq. ~33!. Like
Bc2(T)5Bc2(0)@12(T/Tc)
2#/@11(T/Tc)
2#, j c and Lc are
predicted to be effectively temperature independent foT





2#21/3 for weak collective pinning of single
vortices36%. For rn(T) to cause the linear temperature beha
ior of Q below Tcr rn near T50 should increase linearly
with increasingT for dirty HTS’s, but instead we find eithe
no T dependence or a decrease ofrn with increasingT, e.g.,
for the Pr1.85Ce0.15CuO41d single crystals withTc523.2 K
andTc512.1 K, respectively.
7 From Eq.~33! an increase of
the pinning constantk>mv0
2 with T in the crossover regime
seems to remain as a possible cause. Thisdependence ofk
should vanish then at lowerBe to recover theT
2 dependence
as measured for Tl2Ba2CaCu2O8, Tl2Ba2Ca2Cu3O10, and
Pr1.85Ce0.15CuO41d at low magnetic fields. We have to con
clude, however, that the linear dependence observed in m
samples is presently not understood.
C. Field dependence of quantum creep
For comparison, Figs. 9~a!–9~f! showQ versusBe for the
various HTS’s examined in this work. Crosses and so
lines show the field dependence of the extrapolatedQ(T
50) for every compound. From Fig. 9~a! we find that for the
YBa2Cu3O72d single crystalQ decreases withBe between 0
and 7 T forT<3 K, but at higher temperatures this turns in
Q}Be above an ever lower field@inset Fig. 9~a!#. In order to
explore whether or not twin planes can lead to this pecu
field dependence, we cut the originally measur
YBa2Cu3O72d single crystal into three pieces, one pa
heavily twinned, one with only two twins and the other wit
out twins, and measuredQ(Be) for the latter two parts at
4.2<T<20 K. We found hardly any difference with the re
sults in the inset of Fig. 9~a!. Therefore twin planes can b
ruled out as the origin of this field behavior and as cause
the difference betweenQ(Be) of the YBa2Cu3O72d crystal
and YBa2Cu3O72d thin film @Fig. 9~b!#. For the latter,Q
rapidly increases from nearly 0 at low fields until it satura
and slowly decreases between 1 and 7 T for T<3 K. At
higher temperatures the decrease turns into a linear incr
with field @inset Fig. 9~b!#, like for the YBa2Cu3O72d single
crystal. For Bi2Sr2Ca2Cu3O10 granular material a similar
transition from rapid increase to saturation ofQ with Be has
been reported at lowT ~Ref. 37! and was attributed to a
three-dimensional–two-dimensional~3D-2D! crossover of
the vortex ensemble. However, a 3D-2D crossover field
s
7232 PRB 59A. F. Th. HOEKSTRAet al.FIG. 9. ~a! Q vs Be for the YBa2Cu3O72d single crystal. Crosses and solid lines are the extrapolatedQ(T50), dashed lines are guide
to the eye. From top to bottom:T54.2, 3, 1.5, 1, 0.2, and 0.1 K. Inset:T54.2 ~d!, 10 ~n!, and 15 K~l!. ~b! Q vs Be for the YBa2Cu3O72d
thin film. From top to bottom:T51.5, 1, 0.6, 0.3, and 0.1 K. In the inset from top to bottom:T567, 59.6, 41.8, 22.3, 13.6, and 4.2 K.~c!
Q vs Be for the YBa2Cu4O8 thin film. From top to bottom:T54.2, 1.6, 0.7, and 0.2 K.~d! Q vs Be for the Tl2Ba2CaCu2O8 thin film. From
top to bottom:T51.1, 0.7, 0.3, and 0.1 K. Inset:Q vs Be for the Tl2Ba2Ca2Cu3O10 film. Data for T<1.5 K coincide and for clarity only
points forT51.5 ~s! and 0.1 K~j! are shown.~e! Q vs Be for a Pr1.85Ce0.15CuO41d single crystal (Tc523.2 K). From top to bottom:T
512.9, 8.7, 6, 4.2, 3, 1.2, 0.9, and 0.1 K.~f! Q vs Be for a Pr1.85Ce0.15CuO41d single crystal (Tc512.1 K). From top to bottom:T52.5, 2.1,









the order of 50 T is theoretically expected for YBa2Cu3O72d
in contrast to the crossover at;1 T observed in our experi
ments. We attribute this transition and the difference in lo
field behavior between a single crystal and a thin film of
same compound at lowT to the presence of strong pinnin
centers in thin films. These will prevent vortex motion a
suppress the relaxation rate until all strong pinning sites




ence of strong pinning sites then should be common to fi
since we also find the suppression ofQ at low fields in the
YBa2Cu4O8, Tl2Ba2CaCu2O8, and Tl2Ba2Ca2Cu3O10 films
@respectively, Figs. 9~c!, 9~d!, and inset of Fig. 9~d!# as well
as in @YBa2Cu3O7#n /@PrBa2Cu3O7#m multilayers
38 and
YBa2Cu3Ox thin films with various oxygen contentx.
39 For
the Tl2Ba2Ca2Cu3O10 film Q(T,Be) was measured down to
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Q(Be) to Be50 T is troublesome due to the demagnetizat
field which is of the order of 0.02 T for this sample.
Although at higherT the relaxation rates are very diffe
ent in magnitude for the various compounds in Figs. 9~a!–
9~d! the values ofQ(T50) are remarkably similar above th
matching fields@e.g., Q(T50,Be51 T)>0.022#. This then
seems to be a general feature of clean HTS’s since th
compounds all are in the clean limit, as will be shown in S
IV D. In Figs. 9~e! and 9~f! can be seen that for bot
Pr1.85Ce0.15CuO41d single crystals the values ofQ(T50) at
fixed field are structurally higher than for the clean HTS
treated above. In the analysis performed in Sec. IV D we w
show that this is related to the fact that th
Pr1.85Ce0.15CuO41d are dirty HTS’s for which Q(T50)
}1/h(0) @see Eq.~39! below#. Based on a calculation b
Volovik,40 Parkset al.41 propose that for ad-wave supercon-
ductor h has to be replaced byhA(Be /Bc2) which directly
would lead to Q(T50)}1/ABe in case of the dirty
Pr1.85Ce0.15CuO41d. However, we find essentiallyQ(T50)
}Be .
In our analysis it is assumed that the vortex system is
the single vortex regime, i.e., vortex segments tunnel in
vidually. This assumption is reasonable since according
present theories only in this regime the tunneling rate is s
able and tunneling of vortex bundles would lead to negligi
quantum creep rates. Moreover, a strong decrease ofQ(T
50) with increasingBe is expected in case of collectiv
creep. E.g., for small bundles in highly anisotropic HTS’s t
quantum creep rate depends onBe as Q(T50)
}@ j c(Be)/Be#
4 @Ref. 42~a!# and in less anisotropic HTS’s a
Q(T50)}Be
1/2exp2@Be/jc(Be)#
3/2.42~b! This is inconsistent
with the field dependencies ofQ(T50) observed for the
various samples considered in this work. E.g.,
Pr1.85Ce0.15CuO41d single crystal withTc523.2 K is highly
anisotropic forT50.1 K andBe<Bg53.2 T since thenLc
>(jab /g4/3)@ j 0 / j c(Be)#1/2 @Ref. 42~c!# is smaller than the
separationd'1.2 nm between the superconducting Cu2




current density~see for parameter values Table I of Ref. 7!,
j c(T→0,Be)' j s(T→0,Be) and j s(T50.1 K,Be)'1.6
31010exp(20.8Be) A/m
2. In contrast to a strong decrease
Q(T50), an almost linear increase ofQ(T50) with Be is
observed for this compound above as well as belowBg
53.2 T, indicating that quantum creep can only occur in
single vortex limit. In Sec. IV D we therefore compa
Q(T50) measured for the various samples with the res
of single vortex tunneling theory at, e.g.,Be51 T. This field
is large enough to be above any matching field determi
by strong pinning and low enough to avoid collective cre
Furthermore, at this field all the HTS’s investigated in th
work are highly anisotropic except for the YBa2Cu3O72d and














D. Material dependence ofQ„T50…
Finally, we focus on the quantum limit and the depe
dence of vortex tunneling on the interaction with the ho
material, i.e., the variation ofQ(T50) with vet. Both in the
work of Caldeira and Leggett3~a! and Larkin and
Ovchinnikov29 the tunneling probability atT50 in presence
of dissipation is calculated semiclassically for a on
dimensional cubic pinning potential Upin(x)
53U0(x/x0)
2(122x/3x0). Since in HTS’sU0@\v0 the
WKB approximation is applicable and the probability
massivetunneling~i.e., without interaction with the environ
ment! becomesPmt}exp236U0/5\v0 .
3~c! Using the ap-
proximationU0'1/2mv0
2x0





2~12 j s / j c!
\
~34!
which is reliable up to a factor of order unity in the expone
In the aforementioned work dissipation is generally mode
by a coupling of the tunneling object to a bath of harmon
oscillators, leading to an extra termphx0
2/2\ in the tunnel-







2~12 j s / j c!
\
. ~35!
Although the prefactor of the exponential function in E
~34! is also affected by dissipation, we neglect it since it do
not contribute to the relaxation rateQ. The parameterh is
intricately connected to the dynamics of the bath of harmo
oscillators and corresponds to the phenomenological fric
coefficient~or viscosity! in the damped equation of motio
of the tunneling object. When the object is a vortex, dissi
tion occurs as discussed in Sec. IV A andh is given by Eq.
~24!. However, in clean HTS’s the vortex tunneling is dom
nated by the Hall effect in the vortex core and Eq.~35! is not
applicable. The Hall effect has been included by Feigel’m
et al.44 in a semiclassical calculation of the tunneling pro
ability which yields
Pht}exp2pnsV~12 j s / j c! ~36!
for the probability of Hall tunneling withV}Lcu0
2 the vol-
ume spanned by the tunneling trajectory of the vortex. Ho
ever, instead of treating these cases separately, we can
use Eqs.~19! and ~29! to calculate an expression for th
tunneling probability incorporating both the effects of ma
and dissipation as well as of the Hall effect. The tunneli
exponent would be correct except for a factorc, which can
be determined by comparison with the results of the corr
semiclassical calculations or with measurements. We th
fore solve the integral in Eq.~29!, while explicitly including
the vortex mass and Hall term forT50. In this case








































orThus ^u2& depends explicitly on the host material, on t
pinning mechanism, and on the vortex mass by way of
dirtiness parametera/h5vet, the prefactor 1/p
2nsLc , and
the term 2mv0 /p\nsLc .
As before, the corresponding expressions for the re
ation rateQ can be derived by solving the flux creep Eq.~3!
with respect toj s after replacingPta by the above expres
sions for the tunneling probability. Usingj c(T50)' j s(T
50) andx0'jab(0) @Ref. 42~e!# for dirty compounds where






























independent ofvet andm for Hall tunneling. The interpola-












S 12 hpmv0D , ~43!
implying that dissipativetunneling dominatesmassivetun-
neling whenh.0.1pmv0 . This condition fordissipative
tunneling is more accurate than the one found before.
















which outweighs the contributions of, e.g., phonon drag a









with «0 the dielectrical constant. We therefore conclude t
for (0.1/\ns)(«0 j c/2p)
1/2@f0 /jab(0)#
3/2,vet!1 vortex
tunneling will bedissipativeso that Eqs.~39! and~40! can be
applied, while for values ofvet below this range tunneling
will be massiveso that Eq.~38! is applicable. Forvet>1
Hall tunneling will dominate vortex motion atT50 and the
quantum creep rate then is given by Eq.~41!. To decide
about the regime in which tunneling occurs, one first has








for the HTS under consideration. In Tables I and II of Ref
values are summarized of the relevant parameters atBe
51 T for HTS’s considered in this and earlier work~viz.
@YBa2Cu3O7#n /@PrBa2Cu3O7#m multilayers withn51, 2, 3
and m58,38 YBa2Cu3Ox thin films with x56.55, 6.6, and
6.7,39 and a Bi2Sr2CaCu2O8 single crystal
46!. Only for the
HTS’s in Table I of Ref. 7rn(0) can be reliably found by
linear extrapolation ofrn(T) to T50 for T,Tc , sinceTc is
low and the magnitude ofrn(Tc) is high. For the samples in
Table II of Ref. 7 only an upper limit ofrn(0) can be esti-
mated. Furthermore,Bc2(0) falls within our experimental
range only for the Pr1.85Ce0.15CuO41d samples@with Bc2(0)
'6 T and'10 T for the sample withTc512.1 and 23.2 K,
respectively# so thatjab(0)5@f0/2pBc2(0)#
1/2 can be de-
termined accurately from resistivity measurements. T
Werthamer formulaBc2(0)'20.7dBc2 /dTcTc Tc has to be
used to evaluatejab(0) for the other samples. From thevet
values it is clear that vortex tunneling isdissipativefor the
samples in Table I of Ref. 7, while for the samples in Tab
II of Ref. 7 quantum creep is controlled byHall tunneling.
Equation~39! for dissipativetunneling, therefore, is ap
plicable to the samples in Table I of Ref. 7. It shows expl
itly that the quantum creep rateQ(T50) can be used to
measure the viscosityh~0!. Since alsovet and ns are reli-
ably known for these compounds, we then are able to de
mine Lc(0) by way of Eq.~24!. Moreover, the samples in
Table I are all strongly layered and theoretically one expe
that in their caseLc(0) should be replaced byd @Ref. 42~d!#
~'1.2 nm for these compounds!. However, we find that
Lc(0) has to be replaced by a much larger quantityLeff
'2.1jab(0). This can be seen in Fig. 10 where the dime
sionless quantityh(0)/p\nsLc(0) is plotted versusvet for
the various HTS’s in Table I withLc(0) replaced byd ~small
symbols!, Lc(0) replaced byLeff'2.1jab(0) ~big symbols!,
and according to the theoretical prediction Eq.~24! ~solid
line!. Clearly, the theoretical curve only fits the data f
Leff'2.1jab(0). As reported before























PRB 59 7235TEMPERATURE AND MAGNETIC-FIELD DEPENDENCE . . .corresponds to the length of the volume in which dissipat
takes place when a vortex moves, which in highly ani
tropic materials could be larger than the lengthLc5d of the
volume segment which is actually moving in highly anis
tropic HTS’s. This might be due to the fact that vortex m
tion generates not only a homogeneous electric fieldE
5Bc2ẑ3u̇ inside the normal core but also a dipolar elect
field outside the core, causing dissipation over a vertical
tance of the order ofjab in both directions. In the case o
highly anisotropic dirty HTS’s we therefore have to repla
Lc in Eqs.~22! and~24! ~and subsequent equations! by Leff .
Within the class of dirty HTS’s we expect the assumpti
Lc5Leff of the standard Bardeen-Stephen theory to be v
only for materials with low anisotropy, where the movin
vortex segments have lengthLc@d.
Having determinedLeff we can calculate the viscosit
h l(0) per unit length using Eq.~24! and the definition
h l(0)5h(0)/Leff'0.95\/pQ(0)jab
3 (0). The h l(0) values
obtained in this way for the YBa2Cu3Ox samples are plotted
in Fig. 11 versus the oxygen contentx. Interestingly, these
values are comparable to the value for YBa2Cu3O7 found
from high-frequency surface impedance measurem
~down triangle!.4 The data imply a~linear! increase ofh l(0)
with x, which is realistic since YBa2Cu3Ox becomes less
dirty for higherx.
TABLE II. Values of the parametervet and the multiplicative
constantc in the exponent of the tunneling probability as dete
mined for various dirty high-Tc superconductors.
vet(T50) c Symbol
Pr1.85Ce0.15CuO41d, Tc512.1 K 0.0004 0.19 d
Pr1.85Ce0.15CuO41d, Tc523.2 K 0.002 0.18 j
YBa2Cu3O6.55 thin film 0.044 0.17 h
YBa2Cu3O6.6 thin film 0.082 0.17 s
(YBa2Cu3O7)1 /(PrBa2Cu3O7!8 0.090 0.17 m
YBa2Cu3O6.7 thin film 0.130 0.16 n
(YBa2Cu3O7)2 /(PrBa2Cu3O7!8 0.189 0.15 .
(YBa2Cu3O7)3 /(PrBa2Cu3O7!8 0.268 0.15 l
FIG. 10. The normalized viscosity versus the parametervet at
T50 K and Be51 T according to Eq.~24! ~solid line! and deter-
mined for the dirty high-Tc superconductors in Table I using Eq
~39! with Lc5d ~small symbols! and Lc5Leff'2.1jab(0) ~large






Once the value ofLeff has been recovered we also ha
the opportunity to experimentally determine values of t
dimensionless quantityQ(T50)nsLcjab
2 for the HTS’s in
Table I of Ref. 7 and compare them withQ(T50)nsLcjab
2
5(2/p2)(1/vet) predicted by Eq.~40! which is appropriate
for dissipative tunneling. In the inset of Fig. 12Q(T
50)nsLcjab
2 is plotted as a function ofvet and clearly the
experimental data withLc replaced byLeff ~symbols! agree
well with the theoretical prediction of Eq.~40! ~dotted line!.
For these compounds there is also the opportunity to de
mine the factorc in the interpolation formula Eq.~42!, which
predicts a valueQ(T50)nsLcjab
2 'c^u2&nsLc with ^u
2&
given by Eq.~37!. The value of our interpolation formula
should coincide with the one calculated by way of Eq.~40!
~and with the experimentally determined one! at the value of
vet of the HTS under consideration. For example, f
FIG. 11. The viscosity per unit lengthh l at T50 K versus oxy-
gen contentx for YBa2Cu3Ox thin films. h~0! is determined via the
quantum creep rateQ(T50) @see Eq.~39!# for the dirty films with
x56.55, 6.6, and 6.7, while it is determined via high frequen
surface impedance measurements forx57.4
FIG. 12. The dimensionless quantityQnsLcjab
2 versus the pa-
rametervet at T50 K andBe51 T according to Eq.~40! ~dotted
line!, determined experimentally~symbols! and according to Eq.
~42! for Pr1.85Ce0.15CuO41d with Tc512.1 K and @YBa2Cu3O7#3 /
@PrBa2Cu3O7#8 ~upper and lower solid line withc50.19 and 0.15,
respectively! and to Eq.~48! ~dashed lines!. Inset: the same quan
tities but now only according to Eq.~40! ~dotted line! and deter-



























7236 PRB 59A. F. Th. HOEKSTRAet al.Pr1.85Ce0.15CuO41d single crystal withTc523.2 K the value
of Q(T50)nsLcjab
2 'c^u2&nsLc coincides atvet50.0016
with Q(T50)nsLcjab
2 5(2/p2)(1/vet) @and with the experi-
mentally determinedQ(T50)nsLcjab
2 '127# for c'0.18.
The values ofc obtained in this way for the other dirty com
pounds are reported in Table I of Ref. 7. We find thac
systematically decreases with increasingvet in the investi-
gated vet regime. This decrease agrees with a high
value c(vet→0)> 1018 '0.56 which follows from a com-
parison of Eq.~43! with Eq. ~38! for the massivelimit.
In Fig. 12 we plot Q(T50)nsLcjab
2 as a function of
vet according to the interpolation formula for, e.g
Pr1.85Ce0.15CuO41d with Tc523.2 K, c50.17 and for
@YBa2Cu3O7#3 /@PrBa2Cu3O7#8, c50.15 ~upper and lower
solid line, respectively!. Further Q(T50)nsLcjab
2 is also
plotted according to Eq.~40! for dissipativetunneling~dotted





~dashed line! to which the interpolation formula reduces fo
vet@1, i.e., in the case ofHall tunneling withu0 replaced
by jab(0). From the solid lines it is clear that in these tw
compounds vortex tunneling is indeeddissipative. Massive
tunneling would have played a role only ifvet would have
been smaller than 631027 (731025), while Hall tunneling
would have dominated forvet>1. Thus, unlike the cross
over value betweenmassiveand dissipative tunneling the
crossover value betweendissipative and Hall tunneling
hardly depends on the material parameters. Therefore a









This paper reports on a detailed study of quantum cree
a set of representative HTS’s. BelowBe'0.5 T we observe a
temperature dependenceQ(T)}T2 which is theoretically ex-
pected in the crossover regime between thermally activa
and quantum motion. However, for higher fields the dep
dence unexpectedly turns intoQ(T)}T. Such behavior is
predicted by Ao and Thouless for clean materials,31 but their
theory cannot explainQ(T)}T in Pr1.85Ce0.15CuO41d since
these samples are evidently in the dirty limit. An increase
Q(T50) from nearly 0 at Be50 T to Q(T50)'0.02
aroundBe51 T is a general feature of clean HTSfilms. We
attribute this field dependence to the presence of strong
ning centers, which prevent vortex motion as long as
vortex density does not exceed that of the strong pinn
sites. Finally, we propose a semiempirical interpolation f
mula for Q(T50) as function of the material paramet
vet, which takes into account the vortex mass, dissipat
and Hall effect in the vortex core. The characteristic valu
of vet which separate themassive, dissipativeandHall tun-
neling regime are identified, which allows us to classify t
investigated HTS’s. Forhighly anisotropicdirty HTS’s we
find that dissipation during vortex motion takes place in
volume larger than the volume which is expected to mo
We therefore propose that the Bardeen-Stephen assum
that dissipation is limited to the moving vortex segment
applicable only for theless anisotropicHTS’s.
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